Project Achievements

Multilink Architecture for Multiplay Services

MARCH investigated both technical and
economic aspects of multilink network ,
focussing on wireless solutions. The project has demonstrated new multilink technology particular useful for providing
broadband real-time services deploying
simultaneously several physical networks
that may have limited individual capacity.
The project resulted in solutions that improve user’s quality of experience (QoE)
through higher capacity and more robust
connections.

Main focus
Broadband for everyone has been a major
goal since more than a decade, and now
mobile data is increasingly being the new
service. Important drivers are video, but
also other broadband content, media and
traditional Internet browsing. Both fixed
and mobile traffic are growing exponentially. Currently, mobile data grow twice as
fast as the fixed. MARCH investigated and

suggested practical multilink scenarios,
analysed market development until 2015,
devised business models and presented
quantitative analyses for some cases.
The combination of mobile data and wireless local area network (WLAN) are of
particular interest, due to their widespread
availability and the fact that many mobile
terminals are available with the necessary
physical interfaces included.

Approach
MARCH organised the work in five main
areas: multilink network scenarios, business and economics of converged networks and services, multilink network
techniques, multilink network architecture,
and technical demonstrations. The work
consisted of items requiring competence
in telecom network technical aspects as
well as end user behaviour, business aspect and markets. It was necessary to
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combine these types of skills to
reach the project goals.

and serve more customers with
none or small increases in the fee.

Impact

The business aspects made use of
s tat is tic al i nfo rm a tio n a nd
knowledge form the partner’s own
markets to estimate the trends, in
particular for Western Europe.
Then forecast models were developed to show the broadband access trends and support of multilink usefulness for future access
networks.

♦ Multilink network techniques

MARCH results contribute to network operators understanding of
the broadband market end hence
allow them to more precisely target the roll-out of service and network. The result on business transitions between traditional ways of
officering media, content, and telecommunication services enable
operators to adjust the strategy for
existing and new services. Multilink solutions allow operators to
increase the return on investments.

MARCH research provided multilink techniques and developed
multilink network architectures.
Part of this was demonstrated for
services also addressed in economic analyses. The solutions
were put into context of current
international standardisation.

Achieved results
MARCH worked along two axes,
market and business aspects of
broadband access, and multilink
techniques and architectures for
heterogeneous multilink networks.
The main results from MARCH
are:
♦ Economic and business assess-

ment for multilink actors
The economic analyses results
indicate it is possible to get positive business cases, such as a
multilink network service providing
higher bandwidth and more robust
networks for an additional fee, or
an operator bundling in multilink
technology to increase network
utilisation, provide better services

MARCH results make it possible to
provide multilink applications as
over the top of existing networks
without any change to existing
infrastructure; companies are already making business of this option.
♦ Multilink network architecture

The figure showing the MARCH
reference multilink network architecture illustrates a combination of
mobile and fixed wireless access
points. Highlighted MARCH investigated network elements are multilink gateway (MLG) supporting
splitting and merging per service
data flow, multilink adaptor (MLA),
multi radio access network management function (MRMF), and
multilink policy decision point
(MLPDP). One of the MARCH
options is an improvement of the
solution by the international standardisation organisation
ETSI/3GPP.
♦ Public network and application

demonstrations at several occasions addressing capacity increase, connection robustness,
and scalability
The results of MARCH are both
described in the literature, and
deployed in new and existing products. Ideas have been contributed
to the international standardisation
organisations ETSI/3GPP and
IETF.
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New products are needed for both
the terminals and the network. It
will basically be software products,
but can include hardware products
for new releases, for example from
ETSI/3GPP, including multilink
technology such as split and
merge of single IP flows.
Advanced network services, such
as for emergency situations or
education purposes, are possible
allowing system companies to
develop new business. Also new
network capacity providers are
possible providing quality of experience enhanced services on top
of exiting networks, for example in
connection with major live events,
e.g., bicycle race in a region or
country. It is possible to set up
new business with small investments.
The new knowledge allows academia to engage new doctor and
master degree students, and develop new or update existing
courses with first hand knowledge
on multilink networking.

